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Abstract
The last few years have witnessed the coming of age of data-driven paradigm in various aspects
of computing (partly) empowered by advances in distributed system research (cloud computing,
MapReduce, etc). In this paper, we observe that the benefits can flow the opposite direction: the
design of distributed systems can be improved by data-driven paradigm. To this end, we present
DDN, a new design framework for network protocols based on data-driven paradigm. We argue
that DDN has the potential to significantly achieve better performance through harnessing more
data than one single flow. Furthermore, we systematize existing instantiations of DDN by creating
a unified framework for DDN, and use the framework to shed light on the common challenges and
reusable design principles. We believe that by systematizing this paradigm as a broader community, we can unleash the unharnessed potential of DDN.

1

Introduction

There is a revolution afoot in various aspects of computing driven by the ability to collect and
extract “valuable insights” from large corpuses of data [2]. This “unreasonable effectiveness of
data” [9] has sparked a radical rethink of how algorithms are designed—Rather than use human
experts spending huge amounts of time and effort to craft sophisticated algorithms and complex
models, we see data-driven models used that yield dramatically better results, and often with much
simpler algorithms. Furthermore, this has opened new vistas to address grand challenge problems
(e.g., NLP, speech, translation) that were previously considered unattainable.
We are seeing early evidence of this paradigm shift starting to reach the shores of networking
motivated by two key technology trends. First, we observe a growing decision space of potential
control decisions to optimize the performance of various network applications. For instance, recent
work on C3 [7] shows how a logically centralized video control plane can take advantage of global
visibility of network conditions to optimally tune “knobs” at the application layer w.r.t. CDN and
bitrate selection. Second, we see increasing heterogeneity in operating conditions and application
requirements, each requiring different control logic and parameters. For instance, recent work
on Remy [26], shows how a machine-derived TCP could be tweaked to work better in different
operating conditions.
This paper is a call-for-arms for the networking community to recognize and embrace this
emerging data-driven networking (DDN) paradigm. Figure 1 conceptualizes the DDN paradigm
and how it differs from traditional network design paradigms. In contrast to today’s network designs that use only local data of a single flow with handwritten control logics, DDN suggests using
more data from multiple flows and other sources, in order to make optimal control decisions.
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Figure 1: Comparing control loops of a protocol when DDN is applied or not.
Early instantiations of this emerging DDN paradigm have already demonstrated significant
potential benefits. We believe that by systematizing this paradigm as a broader community, we
can unleash the unharnessed potential of DDN. Specifically, by creating a unified framework and
broader community effort to think about DDN designs, we can uncover hitherto unexplored opportunities for DDN-inspired redesign of network applications and network protocols. Furthermore,
we believe that this can shed light on key challenges in realizing the potential for DDN and allow
us to extract a general set of reusable design principles and solutions to avoid the problem of each
effort reinventing the wheel or worse ignoring some potential pitfalls.
In this respect, this paper makes four key contributions:
• First, we highlight illustrative examples that use existing instantiations of DDN to show that
performance of today’s protocols benefits from harnessing more data (§2).
• Second, we systematize these point solutions by developing a general framework for DDN.
We use this framework to shed light on the existing instantiations of DDN and inspire new
opportunites (§3).
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• Third, we use this framework to highlight common challenges of applying DDN to any protocol, that would otherwise be difficult to formalize if seen from the narrow lens of a specific
application. Moreover, we identify opportunities to develop general design guidelines to address these challenges (§4).
• Finally, as a case study, we show applying DDN can dramatically improve the design and
performance of TCP, and use this case study to showcase potential solutions to the broader set
of DDN challenges (§5).

2

Illustrative Examples

We begin with illustrative examples of existing efforts that highlight the early promise of the DDN
paradigm.

2.1

Better CDN selection for video

The first example shows how quality measurements of many video sessions1 can optimize CDN
selection of individual video clients. Video players today have the flexibility of streaming content
from one of multiple CDNs. However, with only information on a single flow, it is hard to infer
the CDN of best performance without actually using each of them. Today, each video client is
statically mapped to a CDN (at least the one a client starts with). Given performance of CDNs has
a substantial diversity across geographical areas and temporal variability [19], there is a remarkable
room of improvement by dynamically mapping a client to a CDN.
One data-driven approach [7] to dynamic CDN selection is by exploiting quality measurements
of other (concurrent and history) video sessions. For instance, one can map a client to the CDN
that has the best quality on similar video clients (e.g., those in the same AS and watching the same
video content). In fact, prior work on C3 [7] showed a proof point of the viability and benefits of an
Internet video control platform that aggregates video quality measurements from millions of video
clients and uses them to inform CDN selection for future video clients. This operational system
achieves better video quality than traditional local adaptation approaches; e.g., 50% reduction in
the percentage of a session duration spent on re-buffering, while using similar bitrates.

2.2

Bitrate selection using TCP measurements

Ideally, a video player should pick the highest bitrate that is sustainable (i.e., below the throughput)
to minimize buffering and ensure high user experience of video streaming. However, it is hard
to accurately predict a session’s performance, especially during the startup phase before a video
session starts. Existing commercial approaches use either: (1) fixed bitrate for the duration of
a video, which is intentionally set low to minimize buffering due to bandwidth fluctuation, or
(2) even if they use adaptive bitrate streaming, start conservatively with a low bitrate and take a
significant time to reach the optimal birate.2
1

We use “flow” and “session” interchangeably, depending on convention (e.g., TCP flow, video session).
Neflix www.netflix.com/WiMovie/70136810?trkid=439131 takes roughly 25 seconds to switch
from the initial bitrate of 560kbps to the highest sustainable bitrate (3Mbps).
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Table 1: Improvement of data-driven initial bitrate compared to static initial bitrate.
It might, however, be feasible to predict a video session’s throughput before it starts by using TCP throughput measured by other endpoints. Based on throughput predictions, one can pick
the ideal (i.e., highest sustainable without buffering) bitrate [17]. Jiang et al., use a dataset of
9.9 million TCP throughput measurements taken from 6204 clients collected as part of the FCC’s
Measuring Broadband America platform [1], and build a Decision Tree model to capture the relation between throughput and session attributes (e.g., AS, connection medium, timestamp, etc)
associated with each TCP flow. The result (Table 1) suggests that the ideal bitrate chosen based on
throughput prediction can be 3× higher than static bitrate and there are fewer sessions where the
chosen bitrate exceeds the throughput.
This shows how data of different network layers enable accurate throughput prediction, which
leads to better bitrate selection than using information of single video session.

2.3

Better init cwnd by offline measurement

Setting a proper initial sending rate (init cwnd) before a TCP session starts is inherently hard
from the perspective of a single endpoint and thus init cwnd has long been conservatively set
to one packet. In turn, this makes many small files suffer from long completion time as they
are RTT-bound. Realizing this, a proposal from Google made an empirical argument to increase
init cwnd to 10 packets based on large-scale measurements over a wide range of applications [6]. This work observed that average latency of HTTP responses improved by approximately
10% with the largest benefits being demonstrated in high RTT and high bandwidth-delay product
(BDP) networks.

2.4

Rethinking TCP design

Today’s TCP control logics use “magic” constants handed down from generations that are manually
configured (e.g., the multiple and increment of AIMD). However, the optimal values of these
constant should be a function of the network context (e.g., data center, satellite network, etc) in
which TCP operates, implying significant room of improvement through setting optimal values
on these constants. Prior work on Remy [26] showed that a machine designed TCP that uses
offline simulation driven by prior knowledge of the network context (e.g., topology, degree of
multiplexing) can learn the best values of some key constants and achieve significant performance
improvement over today’s manually picked values; e.g., a simulated 15 Mbps fixed-rate link with
eight senders contending and an RTT of 150 ms, Remy control logic achieves 40+% throughput
speed up and 20+% delay reduction over many specially engineered TCP variants.
Finally, we show an example of how TCP can be simplified by driving the control decisions
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Framework for today’s control logic
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Figure 2: Framework for DDN.
directly by data on performance measurements. Today’s TCP congestion control relies on various
packet-level network events as signal of network conditions. To this end, TCP uses some logic
to map predefined packet-level events to control responses on sending rate (cwnd) based on indirect inference on certain network conditions, which is often not accurate. In contrast, PCC [5]
attempts to simplified TCP congestion control algorithm by using locally observed performance to
directly drive the setting of cwnd. Specifically, it continously maintains a model between observed
performance (e.g., throughput and latency) and cwnd. This approach greatly simplifies TCP congestion control, while at the same time, significantly improves TCP performanc; e.g., 10× higher
throughput of TCP CUBIC on global commercial Internet.
While Remy and PCC’s designs were developed in closed world simulations, we argue that it
is not a significant leap of faith to imagine this design process could have itself been a data-driven
step run “in the wild” on real sessions.

3

Framework of DDN

In this section, we present an attempt to formalize the DDN paradigm and discuss a simple taxonomy of DDN instantiations based on when and how DDN can be used. We believe that having
such a systematic framework will in turn highlight new opportunities for further unleashing the
benefits DDN and also act as an anchor to highlight the key technical challenges in realizing the
potential of DDN (§4).

3.1

What is DDN?

Definition of DDN: In a nutshell, DDN optimizes the performance of a single flow by leveraging
all data available from other flows or other network elements. This is in contrast to the existing performance optimization techniques which typically use only data specific to the flow being
optimized. Figure 2 illustrates the overall framework of DDN.
The capability of harnessing more data enables DDN to make better control decisions. For
instance, C3 (§2.1) optimizes control decisions of CDN and bitrate selection by taking quality
measurements from many clients, rather than one client, as input data to the control logic. In
4

addition, DDN enables data-driven setting on the configuration. For instance, init cwnd (§2.3)
is increased from one to ten packets not based on manual selection, but by empirical measurements
of performance under different values of init cwnd.
Workflow of DDN: The “control formula” of DDN in Figure 2 naturally suggests three logical
modules in DDN:
• Sensor: First, DDN uses sensors to gather input data from different sources. For instance, the
sensing layer of C3 measures quality on client-side players via instrumentation [3].
• Modeling engine: Second, DDN uses a modeling engine to identify spatial and/or temporal
correlations among input data (collected by sensors), and build a aggregated model, which
informs control decisions. For instance, C3 builds a prediction model of video quality based
on real-time quality measurements of millions of clients.
• Actuator: Finally, DDN uses actuators to make control decisions for individual flows based
on aggregated model produced by the modeling engine. For instance, actuators of C3 make
control decisions w.r.t CDN/bitrate selection based on the quality prediction model and the
local information of a specific video client.
This high-level view can now help us envision a broad design space of DDN instantiations; e.g.,
depending on the type of data, spatiotemporal granularity of data, and how/when the data-driven
models are used as part of the actuation logic.

3.2

What is input data of DDN?

We classify the “sensor” data for a DDN instantiation along two axes: type (e.g., source of the
data) and granularity.
Type: Input data can be collected from different devices, different protocols, and even different
layers. For instance, to optimize control decisions of video streaming, one could leverage performance measurements of other video sessions on other devices (e.g., §2.1), cross protocols (i.e.,
web sessions), and cross-layer (e.g., bitrate selection based on TCP measurements in §2.2).
Besides performance information, there are other types of input data that can inform DDN
to make optimal control decisions. For instance, path or link-level information from ISPs [15]
or other sources (e.g., [20]) allows DDN to accurately identify similar TCP flows that traverse the
same bottleneck link. Moreover, accurate simulation on network state transition (§2.4) also provide
insights on how control logics perform in a certain setup.
Granularity: Input data may also differ in spatial and temporal granularity. It can be “local”
(e.g., PCC §2.4), “global” (e.g., C3 §2.1), or somewhere in between (e.g., a small collection of
hosts [25]). Furthermore, it can be real-time (within seconds), near real-time (with delay of minutes
to inform control decisions with more persistence) or offline (e.g, §2.3).

3.3

How does DDN improve a protocol?

Next, we focus on possible instantiations of DDN-inspired novel actuation mechanisms. We classify them along two axes: how and when DDN performs the “actuation” step.
“How”–Decisions or configurations: DDN can be integrated in a protocol in different ways. The
clean-slate (and radical) approach is that DDN uses input data to directly drive control decisions.
5

However, this requires a wholesale refactoring over today’s control logic (which is not designed
to use more input data), and is thus not ideal for wide deployment, especially for applications that
offer limited interfaces (e.g., video streaming protocols are mostly proprietary). Alternatively, one
may use data to drive the selection of configuration parameters (e.g., init cwnd) or control logic
based on the network context.
“When”–Online or offline: Both control logics and configuration of control logics can happen
either online or offline. Ideally, one may want to continously tune control decisions to capture
dynamics of network conditions and traffic pattern. Nevertheless, some control decisions are infeasible to be changed in real time and therefore are better to be set offline. For instance, the list
of bitrate levels in which a video is encoded is critical to video quality. But they cannot be easily
reconfigured as it requires re-encoding videos and disseminating them to CDN edge servers.

3.4

What is the application of DDN paradigm?

At a high level, DDN paradigm should be applicable to any network protocols whose performance
depends on control decisions. In particular, DDN has larger potentials when optimal decisions
depend on locally invisible elements, for which DDN offers more visibility with more input data.
This applies to most endpoint protocols which continously make control decisions to cope with
the varying network conditions. DDN also benefits protocols of internal network elements (e.g.,
routing) to make better control decisions in response to dynamic traffic patterns. In particular, we
present some concrete usecases of DDN by extending existing point instantiations and shedding
light on new applications.
Unexplored opportunities for TCP: Based on the framework of DDN, we identify two unexplored opportunities for TCP. First, rather than picking a one-size-fits-all init cwnd based on
empirical measurements (§2.3), it can be extended in DDN framework to dynamically customize
init cwnd for different TCP flows based on real-time data. Given the considerable spatial and
temporal variability of bottleneck bandwidth, it would unleash significant improvement by dynamically use the largest init cwnd that would have no loss. Second, rather than building a model
between cwnd and performance with local information (§2.4), it can be extended in DDN framework to combine the observed performance from multiple TCP flows and thus identify the optimal
cwnd more efficiently.
Skype: To ensure high quality (e.g., low loss rate, latency and jitter), Skype tunes “control knobs”,
such as the relay paths (i.e., supernodes that connect two clients) in order to avoid links with congestion or high loss. Today, such selection is largely agnostic to real-time network conditions. With
access to multiple flows, it is feasible to infer current network conditions and make better decisions
based on quality of concurrent and historical sessions. For instance, if Skype calls between two IP
prefixes show better performance on one relay path than those on another path, the latter relay path
is likely to be congested, and we should re-route the traffic to avoid the congestion. Alternatively,
knowing the congestion can inform the decision to place an additional supernode, if the congestion
cannot be circumvented via network routing. All these would be infeasible without the visibility
of many application sessions.
Routing: Today’s BGP prefers shorter AS-paths as an indirect way to improve end-to-end performance. However, the shortest AS-level path is not necessarily the path that offers the best
6

end-to-end performance [24]; e.g., traversing a large AS that have many hops for intra-domain
routing will be slower and more likely to be congested than going through multiple small ASes.
DDN can alleviate this problem by selecting path based on real-time measurements of end-to-end
performance. They can be measured by edge ASes or sharing information across ISPs and endpoints (similar to EONA [15]). Similarly, we see a natural synergy between DDN and emerging
network management paradigms such as SDN [21] and SDX [8] that use a logically centralized
network-wide view. To date, however, SDN deployments still use traditional decision (e.g., traffic
engineering algorithms [14, 11]). We believe that going forward SDN too can benefit by making
the control logic DDN-like.

4

Challenges

The unified DDN framework allows us to elaborate common challenges faced by applying DDN
on any protocol. Furthermore, it sheds light on opportunities, general-purpose design guidelines
and even reusable solutions to address the challenges. In essence, the key challenges of DDN lie
in where and how the three modules of DDN– sensors, modeling engine and actuators (Figure 2) –
should be implemented.

4.1

Sensors: Scalable sharing platform

The first challenge concerns where and how sensors share measured data efficiently. The nature
of networks means sensors must be implemented in a distributed manner. Once data are measured
(which in itself is a challenge yet beyond the scope of this paper), it is challenging to share them
efficiently to inform the decisions of as many flows as possible, especially in wide-area networks.
Hence, a practical solution must strike a balance between more visibility and more freshness of
data. On one hand, decentralized sharing mechanism may provide fresh information, but it is
not scalable to propagate it among many endpoints (i.e., less visibility). On the other hand, a
centralized entity can collect data of a global view, but it is hard to get real-time information given
the inevitable latency to endpoints.
Opportunity: Tradeoff between global visibility and fresh information. Many control decisions can trade global visibility for information freshness or vise versa because they do not require
global visibility and freshest information at the same time. The underlying rationale is that there
is lower dynamics (hence more tolerance on stale data) on a global scale than on a local scale. For
instance, it has been shown [7] that, although finding the best CDN requires a global view (video
sessions using different CDNs), the best CDNs can be inferred from slightly stale data (e.g., with
several minutes delay) and cached because they tend to persist on a timescale of minutes. In contrast, control decisions that require real-time data often do not need data from global scope. For
instance, video bitrate adaptation, under sudden changes of bandwidth, needs real-time throughput
measurements, but history throughput of a single flow is usually sufficient.
Design guideline: Two-tier design. Given the tradeoff between global visibility and fresh information, a practical design for DDN sensor would be to collect data in different timescales: data that
require more global visibility but lower freshness can be collected by a centralized entity which
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operates on a coarse-grained timescale (e.g., of minutes), while data that require more freshness but
less visibility can be collected by decentralized entities which operate on a fine-grained timescale
(e.g., milliseconds or seconds) and closer to the network elements being optimized.

4.2

Modeling engine: Effective aggregation of data

The second challenge regards how DDN modeling engine performs effective analytics and spatial/temporal aggregation over data from different sources. This is challenging for a number of
reasons. First, it must take into account the inherent “noise” embedded in the data. For instance,
video quality measurements on different CDN can be biased by unbalanced distribution of population (e.g., most video sessions use certain CDN due to policy) or hidden factors (e.g., CDN
selection is based on unknown contract between ISPs and CDNs). The negative impact of unbalanced data is a common caveat when applying statistics techniques [4]. Second, the data may have
complex and dynamic underlying structures. For instance, TCP flows could be bottlenecked by
different links, which vary spatially and temporally. Such structures must be accurately identified,
or the control decisions will be made with irrelevant information and become random or worse
off. Third, because control decisions are often needed immediately based on fresh information, the
modeling engine must be scalable to run (potentially complex) analytics very quickly.
Opportunity: Critical and persistent correlation3 between flows. Though correlations among
data could be complex and dynamic, it has been shown that key factors that impact performance are
persistent and identifiable. For instance, measurement study on video quality issues [16] has shown
that poor quality can be attributed to one or two key attributes (e.g., CDN or content availability),
and the impact of these attributes tends to persist for a long time, which implies that DDN can
learn such key correlations based on history data.
Design guideline: domain-specific learning of correlations To learn the correlation from data,
we can borrow a rich literature in statistics and machine learning on learning data correlation by
applying domain-specific insights; e.g., each flow can be viewed as a data point associated with
domain-specific features that could potentially impact the performance (e.g., initial bitrate selection
in §2.2).

4.3

Placing actuators: Minimal changes to today’s protocols

The third challenge concerns where actuators should be implemented in order to minimize changes
to existing protocols. A clean-slate DDN approach would replace today’s control logic by an
actuator that can utilize more data. This, however, may require a wholesale change on control
logics of today’s protocols, and there is a number of reasons to keep minimal changes on existing
protocols. First, minimal changes preserve desirable properties of today’s implementations (e.g.,
packet conservation of TCP [13]) and maximize compatibility with legacy implementations (e.g.,
TCP friendliness). Second, many application-level protocols are proprietary and offer limited
interfaces (e.g., Standard video DASH protocols only allow third-party change on CDN and bitrate
at the beginning of a session), so holistic changes may not be realistic or have wide deployment.
3

Correlation is used to refer to both flows that have similar performance and the correlation between the flow
attributes and its performance, which is an indirect indicator of correlation among flows
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Opportunity: Exploring configuration parameters Previous research has shown a significant
impact of configuration on performance, even the control logic remains unchanged. For instance,
Remy (§2.4) parameterizes TCP and achieves remarkable performance improvement by only setting the configuration parameters.
Design guideline: Setting key constants dynamically. DDN can still achieve better performance
with minimal changes by optimally setting key configurations in today’s control logics. This avoids
a wholesale change on the control logics.

4.4

Logic of actuators: Stable and optimal decision making

The last challenge concerns how actuators make control decisions. In reality, it is possible that
DDN needs to collect information from the same endpoints that the actuator makes decision for
(e.g., C3). However, this could create oscillation in the control loop and suboptimal control decisions. For instance, if many video clients switch to the most uncongested CDN simultaneously,
it can create congestion on one CDN and cause the video clients to switch again. Even if a CDN
is not congested by moving all clients to it, moving all clients to the same decision reduces the
visibility to different decisions and may stuck in local optimal decision.
Opportunity: Access to many flows. To strike a balance between stability and optimality, DDN
could leverage the control over many flows and direct flows over multiple choices. In general, the
capability to explore multiple choices simultaneously can lead to more stable and efficient control
(e.g., [10]). For instance, in order to find the best inter-domain AS-PATH, one should use a small
fraction of traffic to explore the paths other than the optimal one [24], which offers visibility on
other paths in case performance of current path degrades.
Design guideline: Tools of machine learning and control theory. In essence, this challenge
can be framed as exploration-exploitation problem, which is a rich research topic in it own right
(e.g., active learning and multi-bandit [18] problems). Yet, conventional techniques assume that
the “ground truth” of each decision is independent to the decisions, which often does not hold
for network protocols; e.g., CDN’s performance does change under different loads [19]. So DDN
actuators should also apply adaptive control to stabilize the control (e.g., [22]).

5

Case Study: DDN-TCP

This section instantiates the framework (§3), challenges and potential solutions (§4) of DDN in a
specific application of TCP, called DDN-TCP. We present the design of sensor, modeling engine
and actuator, and discuss open challenges.

5.1

DDN-TCP Sensors

Previous research has shown that TCP can benefit from data from different sources. Ideally, finegrained network feedback, such as ECN [23], helps TCP make more informed decisions. In addition, sharing congestion states maintained by different flows can also lead to significant improvement [25]. Besides congestion states and packet-level eventsi, performance measurements (e.g.,
throughput or latency) of different cwnd also help TCP congestion control to find the optimal
9

cwnd [5]. Even offline simulation [26] driven by network statistics can be used as input data to
inform better congestion control logics. In the following discussion, we assume that sensors collect
performance measurements of many TCP flows from different endpoints (a design point that has
not been discussed).
There are two open questions regarding sensors of DDN-TCP. First, in order to collect or share
the data, we need standard formats that specify low-level details such as measurement methodology, units and precision, and so forth. We believe that some standard body (e.g., IETF) will
precisely define these semantics. Second, because sharing data consumes precious bandwidth,
DDN-TCP needs lightweight sharing mechanisms that have little bandwidth overhead and can
work over unreliable connections.

5.2

DDN-TCP Modeling engine

After receiving performance measurements from sensors, the modeling engine identifies correlations between TCP flows. DDN-TCP learns the correlation among flows by a back-end cluster,
which has the resource to run complex inference techniques (e.g., SVM) (§4.3). Though using a
centralized modeling engine would add inherent delay to the identified flow correlation, this is tolerable due to the persistence of such correlation (§4.1); e.g., bottleneck links shared by correlated
flows tend to have a long persistence [12].
There are two open questions regarding the modeling engine of DDN-TCP. First, aggregating
data by a centralized cluster may cause privacy issues or who should run/own the platform of DDNTCP. Second, TCP performance can be impact by some factors that are invisible to the modeling
engine. To avoid such negative impact, the modeling engine should isolate the TCP flows whose
performance does not show strong correlation with any available information.

5.3

DDN-TCP Actuators

Finally, for the purpose of minimimal changes to the existing protocols (§4.3) and fault tolerant,
each endpoint should still run today’s congestion control. DDN-TCP actuators should be operated
by separate machines, and set the key configuration (e.g., init cwnd) of local TCP and send
congestion control decision of cwnd when the actuator decides to change it. Because actuators
need to be responsive to packet losses, latency between actuators and endpoints must be lower
than RTT of the TCP flow being optimized. Therefore, unlike the modeling engine, DDN-TCP
uses geographically distributed front-end actuators to minimize latency to different endpoints. We
design the workflow of DDN-TCP as an extenion of PCC (§2.4). The modeling engine identifies
correlated flows (i.e., those sharing the same bottleneck), and each front-end actuator compares
the performance of different cwnd over these correlated flows simultaneously. This could yield
similar benefits as PCC and have more efficient convergence to optimal cwnd.
Figure 3 shows some early results of DDN-TCP about how much flow completion time can
be reduced by setting init cwnd dynamically rather than statically. We simulated a bottleneck
link (bandwidth b, queue length of q and delay d) shared by n competing flows, each sending file
of size f . The figure shows the distribution of reduction of flow completion time compared with
using static init cwnd of 1 or 10 packets. The distribution is over all combinations of b =
10
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Figure 3: Early results of DDN-TCP
{1, 10, 100}Mbps, q = {10, 100, 1K, 10K}pkts, d = {1, 10, 100, 1000}ms, n = {1, 2, 4, 8, 16},
f = {1.5, 6, 24, 96, 384}Mb. It shows a median reduction of 20% or 50% compared to static
init cwnd, and up to 97% reduction when q is small (where init cwnd =10 is too aggressive
and causes severe packet loss).
There are two open questions regarding actuators of DDN-TCP. First, actuators must have fast
reaction to keep packet conservation [13] and avoid congestion collapse, but the delay between
endpoints and front-end actuators could cause slow reaction to network congestion. Second, in
a high-level, DDN-TCP actuator need to be “fair” to other flows, though the definition of such
fairness is beyond the scope of this paper.
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